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Ticket to ride first journey review

First Journey is the junior version of the popular, multi-award winning game Ticket to Ride. We have road-testing it – or should it be rail testing? I was provided with a copy of this game for review purposes. We were keen to try the latest edition in the series. Our children are already familiar with the original version, so we wanted to see what they would think about this. In a
nutshell: they loved it. What's good about that? It's easy to see why. Firstly, it is easy to learn. Players collect coloured train cards to claim routes on a map of Europe by connecting pairs of cities displayed on their tickets. Some routes are short, which requires a single card of a certain suit. Others require a set of two or three cards to complete. The first to complete six tickets is the
winner. Or, if someone plays all 20 of their trains, the one who has completed most tickets. Simple. Opening up the box gives a positive first impression. The robust playing field is large, colorful and well illustrated. Familiar landmarks such as Big Ben and the Colosseum represent London and Rome, while a cheerful leprechaun means Dublin. The train cards and tickets are colorful
and designed to appeal to the children. Each player has a set of 20 colored plastic trains, which are pleasantly chunky and easy to handle. There are even a couple of spare parts of each color for when pieces inevitably get lost. A nice touch. Even relatively inexperienced players will quickly pick up the basics. The gameplay has been simplified enough that it does not require a
sharp strategic mind to be competitive. Our kids really won as many games as they lost to us. It's also fast to play. Games should not be longer than half an hour but once you have played a few games you will find the speed increases significantly. Since we were already familiar with the original, we were soon rattling through even four player games in 15 minutes. The game can
be played by two to four players, although it is much better with four than two. Normally with a new game I would have at least one or two smaller squabbles or areas for improvement. But I really couldn't find anything wrong with this. It helps that it comes from a well-established platform. But this customization also finds the right balance between maintaining the spirit of the original
while the game is available to young players. As junior versions go, this is pretty much perfect. Should I buy this or the full version? It depends on your children's age and how experienced and patient they are. If in doubt, it's probably better to start with First Journey. The recommended minimum age for this junior edition is six. Still, I would say that even a four or five year old could
play with minimal adult support. While the rules and scoring are greatly simplified in this version, the essence of the original remains. Ticket to Ride players will instantly recognize the aesthetic and of this variant. If your children are game-players, they may prefer the adult edition instead. This is aimed at ages eight and over. If they have a basic grasp of strategy and have the
patience to play for an hour or more, this may be a better option. It's a natural step up from First Journey but the greater complexity allows for more variations in strategy and gameplay. Our children have all played the original US-based version of the game since the age of five. Still, they enjoyed much of this junior edition. It was perfect for squeezing in shorter games when they
didn't have the time or patience for longer sessions, or for playing with grandparents who prefer a simple, more accessible game. Like his parent, Ticket to Ride: First Journey will provide hours of fun for both younger and older family members. It's a perfect introduction for kids who don't yet have the patience for a longer, more complex game. I've been playing the original for
seven years and I can't recommend this new version loud enough. Ticket to Ride: First Journey sells at a recommended price of £25.99. ———- If you liked this post, why not follow me on the following social networks? Something Gav and I have really come in this year is on board games. We're even choosing it over lazy late night viewing and have bought a lot of two-player
games that we can enjoy without feeling sad and abandoned that we don't have any board-game friends who can pop over at 11:30 am to play. We've also got a lot to the boys enjoy and we've gotten on well with them – and so we're excited to have been asked to join the Blogging Board Games Club and review a game every month on here for other families like us who are in
more exciting games than just Snakes and Ladders. I had NO idea that the world of board games was as exciting and not nearly as complicated as I thought. I used to see people play games with cards and tokens and guns and it would all go over my head as I'm hopeless with instructions then having kids – but lucky for me, Gav will read the rules and explain them to me as we
go along. Haha. This month we received the children's version of one of our favorite games, Ticket to Ride: First Journey. Gave bought me the Nordic version for Christmas and we fell in love with it. The boys were excited to have a less huge version to play and so we put Ticket to Ride: First Journey to the test. Ticket to Ride: First Journey is a scaled-down version of the adult
game, and the box contains: 1 Game board 80 plastic trains 72 train cards 32 ticket cards 4 Bonus ticket cards 1 Golden ticket card 1 Rule sheet The game's goal is very easy – to complete train journeys. Everyone collects different colored train-car cards and is controlled by their own train tickets, they claim their routes by adding train carriages and connecting the cities. The
playing field itself is a beautifully illustrated map with train routes in different colours connecting the cities and countries. The game needs very little set up - all are given four randomly colored train cards each, and two train tickets. Train tickets show the route and list the cities of origin and destination. Your job is to connect them and complete your ticket by changing the right
amount of special colored train cards to meet each route. When it's your turn, there's a choice. Players can either take two randomly colored train cards from the deck or exchange their coloured train cards for a particular route. The cards must match the amount and color of the spaces connecting the cities – three green cards for the three green yts from Vienna to Kiev in the
picture above, for example. Once a train ticket is ready, players must place the face up in front of them and take a new ticket with the re-trip to try. The goal is to complete six tickets to win – or the game goes against its when someone has placed all of their 20 trains on the board. At this point, the one who has completed the most tickets is the winner. Alternatively, if someone has
placed all twenty of their trains on the playing field, then whoever has completed the most tickets wins! The brilliance of the game. It's great for problem solving if someone has already claimed your route and you have to find a way around it to get to your city. The illustrations on the painting are beautiful. The rules are simple – Ticket to Ride: First Journey is easy to play, and it's
really easy to understand how to win. That everyone in the family can now play. That's awesome. Nothing, it's just amazing. We couldn't be happier adding this to our collection. This is a game that we really would have bought this year if we hadn't reviewed it. It's perfect for families who want to introduce their little ones to play board games and don't overcomplicate nothing with
scoring. We love it. You can buy yours here for £22.99 on Amazon. Menu My Account Days of Wonder® Play Different.™ Easy to learn and fast to play, Ticket to Ride: First trip is the perfect introduction to the Ticket to Ride series. Players collect train cards, claim routes on the map, and try to connect the cities shown on their tickets to achieve victory. So climb aboard and
embark on your very own railway adventure! Grandfather! I found this weird old hat in the attic. What's up? Good grief, it's the engineer's hat I wore when I was a railway worker. I traveled all over the country with this thing... Listen to me bore you with grandpa's stories. But we love stories! Tell me what it was like to be an engineer. Well, I've traveled everywhere —New York,
Chicago, LA—but one thing I'll never forget is my first trip. It all started when I got to the station... 1 Game Board 80 Plastic Trains 72 Train Cards 32 Ticket Cards 4 Bonus Ticket Cards &amp; 1 Golden Ticket Cards 1 Rulesheet 2-4 Players Age 6 + 15-30 minutes When the idea was suggested, I wasn't sure if I could make Ticket to Ride simple enough to be a children's game. So
the was extremely satisfactory. In the very first playtest, I completed the first ticket of the game. I slammed the ticket down on the table and loudly announced TICKET, trying to be funny and annoying at the same time. Immediately it became the rule of the game. It's especially fun when you complete a ticket, pull a new ticket you can complete, and then get to put the other ticket
down and scream out again. With adults, you can play a game in as little as 10 minutes. With children it can take 20-30 minutes, but even 4 and 5 year olds can enjoy the game with some supervision. The beautiful art is icing on the cake and really facilitates the play of the younger version. Read more about Alan R. Moon Moon
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